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Impact of RbF and NaF Postdeposition Treatments
on Charge Carrier Transport and Recombination
in Ga-Graded Cu(In,Ga)Se2 Solar Cells
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through varying the [Ga]/([Ga]+[In])
(GGI) ratio) has proven to be essential
for achieving high device efficiencies.[1,2]
Historically, alkali atom incorporation
of Na (and to an extent K) ions stemmed
from the soda-lime glass (SLG) substrate,
especially for high-temperature CIGSe
deposition processes.[1] It is also possible and very effective to introduce alkali
atoms by controlled alkali post-deposition
treatments (PDT) after the CIGSe deposition, which do not significantly influence
CIGSe grain growth or the GGI profile
compared to other alkali incorporation
methods.[3] CIGSe solar cells generally
show higher device efficiencies with light
NaF[4] and especially heavy alkali KF,[5]
RbF, or CsF treatments.[6]
Among all the alkali PDTs, the effect of
Na has been studied most intensively. It
is generally observed that the open-circuit
voltage (VOC), and fill factor (FF) increase
with an optimal Na incorporation.[7–10] Several studies correlated the increase in VOC
and FF with the increased p-type character
of the Na-treated CIGSe absorber.[7,9,11,12] Other studies showed
that the increase in VOC and FF can result from the passivation of non-radiative recombination centers at grain boundaries
(GBs), evidenced by several atom probe tomography studies
showing Na accumulation predominantly at GBs compared to
grain interiors (GIs).[13–20] Transient optical studies correlated
increased charge carrier lifetime with optimal Na atom incorporation[21–23] Eid et al. utilized ultrafast pump-probe reflectance
spectroscopy to study Ga-graded CIGSe devices with different
thicknesses of NaF (incorporated prior to selenization) and
found a 1.5-fold increase in minority carrier lifetime in samples with higher Na concentrations which was correlated with
higher device performance[10,21] However, owing to the variation in the composition gradient with different Na concentrations in this experiment design, the role of Na atoms could not
be clearly identified. Lee et al. detected a ≈fivefold prolonged
charge carrier lifetime on CIGSe (GGI = 0.14) grown on SLG
compared to reference films grown on borosilicate glass, concluding that the addition of Na atoms prohibits the formation
of defect states at the CdS/CIGSe junction and hence increases
carrier lifetime.[22] Though the study did not address the correlation between defect states and GBs, a smaller grain size

Two key strategies for enhancing the efficiency of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells
are the bandgap gradient across the absorber and the incorporation of
alkali atoms. The combined incorporation of Na and Rb into the absorber
has brought large efficiency gains compared to Na-containing or alkalifree layers. Here, transient absorption spectroscopy is employed to study
the effect of NaF or combined NaF+RbF postdeposition treatments (PDT)
on minority carrier dynamics in different excitation volumes of typical
composition-graded Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells. Electron lifetimes are found
to be highly dependent on the film composition and morphology, varying
from tens of nanoseconds in the energy notch to only ≈100 ps in the
Ga-rich region near the Mo-back contact. NaF PDT improves recombination lifetimes by a factor of 2–2.5 in all regions of the absorber, whereas the
effectiveness of the RbF PDT is found to decrease for higher Ga-concentrations. Electron mobility measured in the absorber region with large grains
is promoted by both alkali PDTs. The data suggest that NaF PDT passivates shallow defect states (Urbach tail) throughout the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 film
(including the interior of large grains), whereas the additional RbF PDT is
effective at grain boundary surfaces (predominantly in regions with medium
to low Ga-concentrations).

1. Introduction
Alkali atom incorporation in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) absorbers
along with an engineered bandgap-gradient profile (obtained
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Figure 1. Device characteristics of alkali-free (black), NaF (green), and RbF+NaF treated (blue) Ga-graded CIGSe solar cells. a) Secondary ion mass
spectrometry depth profiles, illustrating the increasing [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) (GGI) ratio (and corresponding bandgap) along the CIGSe absorber towards
CdS and Mo sides (with especially high GGI ratios towards the Mo side) leaving a region with minimum GGI ratio in between (termed “energy notch”
throughout this paper) in all three devices. b) J-V characteristics under standard test conditions (100 mW cm−2, 1 sun), and c) external quantum efficiency. Note that the SIMS depth profile in (a) and J-V characteristic in (b) of the RbF+NaF PDT device are the same as in our previous publication
which we required to establish the model for carrier recombination and diffusion in typical Ga-graded CIGSe solar cells.[37]

was observed in the borosilicate CIGSe device. Using timeresolved photoluminescence spectroscopy, Jarzembowski et al.
showed that the rear surface recombination velocity in a CIGSe
thin film with NaF PDT (with GGI = 0.4) is reduced threefold
compared to the one without any PDT,[23] indicating Na atoms
affect the recombination at the Mo/CIGSe back interface.
Following this large body of research on NaF PDTs, more
recent studies have focused on the combined incorporation
of light and heavy alkali atoms, for example, NaF+RbF. At the
front interface, RbF PDT has been shown to cause Cu-depletion and a Rb enrichment.[24] Similar to the KF PDT, treatment with the heavier Rb atoms allows for the deposition of
a thinner CdS layer which increases cell JSC.[5] In CIS, Cu-deficiency has been calculated to induce Cd atoms to occupy Cu
or Cu-vacancy sites during the CdS chemical bath deposition
process,[25] and indeed Cd has been observed to diffuse around
10 nm into CIGS films.[26] It was proposed that CdCu donors
lead to electronic inversion of the CIGSe surface resulting in
the formation of a p-n homojunction which improves device
efficiency.[5] Another reason for the enhanced JSC could result
from Rb atoms accumulating at the front interface forming secondary phases: Taguchi et al. demonstrated the formation of a
thin RbInSe2 layer at the CdS/CIGSe (GGI = ≈0.2–0.3) interface via transmission electron microscopy,[27] which is assumed
to create an additional valence band offset and reduce recombination at this interface[28,29] In the bulk of the Na-containing
CIGS, it was found that the diffusion of Rb atoms via GBs is
strongly enhanced due to the presence of Na atoms, whilst the
diffusion via GIs is severely hampered.[30] A displacement of Na
from GBs by Rb[5,6] was also found in atom probe topography
and secondary ion mass spectroscopy studies.[30–32] It was suggested that Rb may slow down non-radiative recombination in
the bulk, possibly associated with a reduction in the density
of defect states in the bulk.[33] Several studies have observed
the charge carrier lifetime in Ga-graded CIGSe absorbers to
increase by a factor of 4 after RbF PDT.[34–36] However, these
studies only addressed the influence of Rb near the CdS/
CIGSe interface, which typically exhibits GGI ratios <0.5, and
the effect of Rb in different GGI regions of Ga-graded CIGSe
absorber layers remains largely undetermined.
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In the study herein we focus on the impact of Na and Rb
PDTs on charge carrier recombination kinetics in Ga-graded
CIGSe solar cells. Utilizing ultrafast (ps-ns) transient absorption
spectroscopy (TAS) measurements coupled to a kinetic model
we established previously,[37] we demonstrate differing impacts
of these PDTs on recombination losses in regions with high and
low Ga-content and link these kinetics to device performance.
Importantly, we can disentangle the impact of the alkali treatment from one of the GGI profiles since our samples are fabricated with an identical GGI profile which allows us to compare
the impact of the alkali PDTs across the full absorber depth.

2. Results
Three CIGSe absorbers were characterized in this study, with
an identically engineered Ga-gradient across the absorber depth
as shown in Figure 1a. The layers were deposited on SLG substrates coated with an alkali diffusion barrier and Mo back contact. One layer was kept alkali-free (termed “No PDT”), whereas
the other layers were subject to in situ NaF or NaF+RbF PDT
after absorber deposition. The layers were processed into
devices with typical device structures (AZO/i-ZnO/CdS/CIGSe/
Mo). Figure 1b shows the J-V characteristics of such “No PDT”,
“NaF PDT”, and “RbF+NaF PDT” CIGSe devices. The efficiency enhancement in devices with alkali PDT results from
a large VOC improvement (25 and 28% relative to the No PDT
after NaF PDT and NaF+RbF PDT, respectively).
Figure 1c shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectra. Compared to the untreated and NaF treated devices,
the RbF+NaF PDT device presented an increased EQE value
in the 400–500 nm range, due to the thinner CdS layer used
(25 nm instead of 50 nm).[5,24,38] The thinner CdS layer also
slightly affected the EQE shape in the visible due to modified
interference fringes. Compared to the NaF-treated device, the
No PDT device (with the same CdS thickness) showed a significantly lower EQE response in the 800–1000 nm region, suggesting a carrier collection issue in the No PDT device.
To understand this collection issue and the VOC loss in the
device, the charge carrier dynamics on ps-ns timescales in
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Figure 2. Femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TA) measurements showing spectral snapshots at 1 ps, 500 ps and 6 ns after excitation (columns) with
1000, 900, and 700 nm pump laser light (rows) of No PDT (black traces), NaF PDT (green), and RbF+NaF PDT (blue) samples. Samples were excited
from the peeled-off Mo side (indicated by the wavy arrows in the specific row colors red, orange, and purple). The schematics on the right-hand side
represent the carrier generation volumes in the CIGSe film as shaded areas (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). The laser excitation power density
corresponds to 7 × 1013 photons cm−2 per pulse.

these CIGSe solar cells were investigated (Figure 2). The samples from the delaminated Mo/SLG substrate side were excited
using pump wavelengths of 1000, 900, and 700 nm which
allowed to track charge carriers generated at different depths
in the Ga-graded CIGS film. The schematic in the last column
of Figure 2 shows the excitation volumes for each pump wavelength, based on optical TMM calculations of the charge carrier
generation profiles (see Figure S1, Supporting Information).
Overlaying the bandgap profile of the CIGSe layer with the
simulated charge carrier generation profiles for each pump wavelength (Figure S1, Supporting Information), the 1 ps photobleach
peak energy was assigned in a Ga-graded RbF+NaF PDT CIGSe
layer to the ground state bleach of the corresponding band edge
absorption, as detailed in our previous work.[37] The 1 ps spectra
of the alkali-treated and untreated CIGSe films show no significant difference in spectral shape or intensity, as expected from
their nearly identical GGI profiles (Figure 1a). As such, the 1 ps
photobleach peaks were assigned in all 3 samples to carriers generated i) in the energy notch by excitation with 1000 nm, ii) at
intermediate bandgap energy by excitation with 900 nm, and iii)
close to the (removed) Mo back contact by excitation with 700 nm
laser light. In this last case, the 1 ps bleach peak was centered at
about 885 nm well below the pump excitation energy, limited by
the highest bandgap in the absorber. Note that in the 900 nm excitation case, the curves deviated from the usual Gaussian-shape
and showed an asymmetric edge towards lower energies because
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the charge carrier generation profile extends into the energy
notch (Figure S1, Supporting Information). It was further noted
that in the 1000 nm excitation case, a slightly more redshifted
photobleach peak energy was observed in the No PDT sample
(1040 nm) compared to the PDT samples (1025 nm). The redshift
was slightly more than expected from the EQE curves (about
5 meV difference). This difference could be related to minor
sample inhomogeneities or a slight change in the occupancy of
states near the band edge upon PDT. This latter hypothesis of
occupying or removing shallow donor states near the CB edge
by the Na PDT would be consistent with the observed increase in
p-type character upon alkali atom PDT treatment.[11,30,35,39]
With 1000 nm excitation (Figure 2, top row), the amplitude
and peak position of the photobleach were very similar until
at least ≈500 ps. At later times when the signal significantly
decayed, a slight shift in peak position was observed from 1025
to 1030 nm for alkali-treated samples and from 1040 to 1050 nm
for the No PDT sample. The excitation volume accessed with
900 nm laser excitation (Figure 2, middle row) presented a
gradient in GGI ratio ranging from 0.2 to 0.5, and consisted
of large grains (see Figure S2, Supporting Information). By
500 ps, the photobleach has lost amplitude and a red-shifted
bleach grows in. By 6 ns, only the red-shifted photobleach peak
centered at 1025 nm for the PDT samples and 1040 nm for the
No PDT sample persisted, that is, identical to the peak energy
obtained with 1000 nm excitation at 1 ps. The final photobleach
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Figure 3. a) Schematic of the model for electron dynamics in the Ga-graded CIGSe absorber layer. The GGI ratio and the corresponding energy bandgap
are based on the SIMS result of RbF+NaF PDT sample (Figure 1a). krecL, krecH-LG, and krecH-SG denote the decay constants for charge recombination in
the energy notch (names as L), in the high bandgap regions exhibiting large grains (named as H-LG) and small grains (named as H-SG) respectively.
b) Transient absorption decay kinetics using 700 nm laser excitation probed at 885 nm and using 1000 nm laser excitation probed at 1025 nm. c) TA kinetics
using probed at 1025 (NaF PDT and RbF+NaF PDT) or 1040 nm wavelength (No PDT). The red lines show the fitting results. The laser excitation power
density corresponds to 7 × 1013 photons cm−2. d) Time constants of the TAS decays in the energy notch (τrecL), in the H-LG (τrecH-LG), and the H-SG (τrecH-SG)
regions and the corresponding drift time constant (τD). The stars indicate the competition between charge recombination and drift.

signal amplitude in the RbF+NaF PDT sample was about
4 times larger than in the No PDT sample. Upon excitation with
700 nm (Figure 2, bottom row), a rapid photobleach decay was
seen in all 3 samples (more than half of its original amplitude
decays by 500 ps) and a very small red-shifted signal centered at
1025 nm for the PDT samples was left by 6 ns.
The red-shift in photobleach (from the initial excitation
volume to ≈1025 nm) was assigned to a drift-diffusion process (with a time constant τD = 1/kD, with kD being the rate
constant of the drift-diffusion process) of charge carriers from
their initial excitation volume to the energy notch region.[37]
This assignment was based on the previously established
kinetic model as shown in Figure 3a. The model is based on
four decay constants describing minority carrier movement and
recombination in the Ga-graded CIGSe absorber layer which
was divided into three excitation volumes (excited with 1000,
900, and 700 nm). The decay constants were krecL for electron
recombination in the energy notch (GGI ≈ 0.2), krecH-LG and
kD for recombination and drift in large grains with a GGI gradient (here varying from 0.5 to 0.2), and krecH-SG for electron
recombination in small grains with GGI > 0.6 (see SEM image
in Figure S2, Supporting Information). This multi-level kinetic
model was discussed in more detail elsewhere.[37]
The kinetics of carriers in the small grain region with a
GGI ratio of ≈0.6 are given in Figure 3b (pump 700 nm, probe
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2103663
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880 nm) along with the kinetics of carriers excited in the
energy notch (pump 1000 nm, probe 1025 nm). Fitting their
decays with a single exponential function, recombination times
τrecH-SG = 40, 100, and 110 ps were obtained in the high-GGI/
small grain (H-SG) region, and τrecL = 5.3, 13.2, and 19.1 ns in
the energy notch region of No PDT, NaF PDT, and RbF+NaF
PDT samples, respectively.
The kinetics of carriers arriving from the GGI-graded excitation volume (which was accessed with 900 nm excitation)
in the energy notch were probed with 1025 nm (Figure 3c).
The rise of the 1025 nm signal holds information on both, the
recombination of those carriers initially excited in the GGIgraded volume and their drift-diffusion process to the energy
notch as derived in the previous work on this model.[37] Fitting
of the kinetics (see Figures S3–S5, Table S1, Supporting Information, and previous work for further details) in Figure 3c and
the spectra shown in Figure 2, recombination times τrecH-LG
≈600, 1200, and 2200 ps and transfer times τD ≈ 4000, 2800,
and 1900 ps could be decoupled in No PDT, NaF PDT, and
RbF+NaF PDT samples, respectively. The transfer times correspond to twice as high mobilities in the RbF+NaF treated
device compared to the untreated one. The resulting four time
constants (τrecL, τrecH-LG, τD, and τrecH-SG) for all three samples are plotted in comparison in Figure 3d and are discussed
below.
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Note that experiments with 700 nm laser excitation were
also carried out from both, the Mo side and the AZO side (See
Figure S6, Supporting Information) showing fully consistent
results from both sides: the RbF+NaF PDT sample shows the
most charge carriers transferred, and charge carriers are also
most long-lived, followed by the NaF Na PDT. The No PDT
sample shows the fastest decay.

3. Discussion
Independent of the PDTs, we observe a general trend of faster
recombination in CIGSe with higher GGI ratios. This finding
aligns well with the reported correlation of smaller VOC deficit
for smaller energy notch GGI ratios observed in record-efficiency devices.[40] However, we observe that the effectiveness
of each PDT varies across the CIGSe absorber layer. In the following, we compare and discuss the observed differences in
recombination times and mobilities of electrons in the energy
notch, H-LG, and H-SG regions among No PDT, NaF PDT, and
NaF+RbF PDT samples.
3.1. Comparison of NaF PDT versus No PDT
Na has been suggested to passivate (i.e., remove) compensating donor defects such as the Se vacancy (VSe) or the In
on Cu anti-site (InCu) in the GIs and GBs leading to the
observed increase in p-type character in CIGS.[41,42] Furthermore, a recent study from Siebentritt et al.[33] reported on
a reduction in the Urbach energy of the NaF PDT CIGSe
device (that was fabricated analogous to our samples) and
proposed the passivation of tail states in the bulk by NaF
PDT. From our results, by comparing recombination time
constants with and without Na (τrecL, τrecH-LG, and τrecH-SG),
the incorporation of Na improves the charge carrier lifetime
by a factor of 2–2.5, independent of the local GGI ratio. If Na
ions were effective predominantly at GBs, we would expect
to see a proportional change in electron lifetime in excitation volumes with higher GB area (i.e., H-SG). However, we
do not seem to observe this proportional increase and would
tend to argue that Na has a more significant effect in the
bulk/GI. This is corroborated by a 1.5-fold increase in electron mobility in the NaF treated sample (11.2 cm2V−1s−1 in
the No PDT, 16.3 cm2V−1s−1 in the NaF PDT sample) which
we calculate from the electron drift time constant in the
H-LG region where far fewer GBs are visible compared to
the H-SG volume. We also observe a ≈17 meV blue shift in
the photobleach peak wavelength in the energy notch region
in our alkali-treated samples (1025 nm in PDT samples vs
1040 nm in No PDT). Despite sample inhomogeneities and a
5 meV bandgap difference (taken from EQE data), it is likely
that the difference in Urbach energies between the PDT and
the No PDT samples attributes to this photobleach peak difference. These two observations support the effectiveness of
NaF in GIs where deeper levels of shallow defect states are
passivated throughout the grain thereby decreasing recombination and enhancing mobility. We note, however, that our
results do not exclude simultaneous GB defect passivation as
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observed recently[43] but rather suggest a significant role of
defect passivation in GIs by NaF.
3.2. Comparison of RbF+NaF PDT versus NaF PDT
As shown in Figure 3d, the charge carrier lifetime in the energy
notch of the combined NaF+RbF PDT sample is 1.4 times
longer compared to the NaF sample. This observation aligns
well with other studies that suggest Rb passivating additional
recombination centers in the space charge region,[34–36] which
lies within the range of the energy notch region. Furthermore, we see a ≈1.9-fold improvement in carrier lifetime and
≈1.5 times faster charge transport in the bandgap-graded H-LG
region. These observations show that Rb acts even slightly
stronger along the bandgap gradient where more GBs are visible (τrecH-LG(RbF+NaF)/τrecH-LG(NaF) ≈ 1.9) compared to the energy
notch τrecL(RbF+NaF)/τrecL(NaF) ≈ 1.4). This is in agreement with
reports showing Rb segregation at GBs.[32,44,45] Even though the
formation of a RbInSe2 surface layer[27] is found to segregate
at the CdS/CIGSe (GGI = 0.2–0.3) surface, we are aware that
the amount of Rb atoms segregated inside the CIGSe absorber
layer (low ppm range or below) may not be sufficient to form
extended RbInSe2 phases. However, this does not preclude the
significant impact on charge transport, by local band bending
and/or electrical fields induced by fixed charges.
In contrast to the increase in electron lifetime observed with
RbF PDT in the energy notch region, RbF PDT barely increases
electron lifetime in the small grain/high GGI (H-SG) region
(only 1.1-fold increase) despite its higher GB area. Interestingly,
a study by Ishizuka et al. demonstrated a negligible impact of
RbF PDT on the device performance of a CGSe solar cell.[46]
Since we do observe a significant improvement of electron
lifetime upon NaF treatment in the H-SG region, the lack of
further improvement upon NaF+RbF might indeed support
Ishizuka’s observation and hint towards an ineffective Rb passivation in CIGSe with high GGI ratios.
3.3. Linking Charge Carrier Dynamics to Device Performance
Drift (τD ≈ 1.9 ns) slightly outcompetes recombination (τrecH-LG ≈
2.2 ns, τD/τrecH-LG = 0.9) in the NaF+RbF PDT sample, whilst
the other samples both show faster recombination (τD/τrecH-LG =
2.3 and 6.5 for NaF and No PDT, respectively). The competing
recombination and drift mechanisms in the H-LG volume
control the yield of minority carriers in the energy notch
(Figure 3c), and ultimately the photovoltage (and current) in the
solar cell device. Indeed, both alkali treatments (NaF and combined NaF+RbF) enhance charge collection from the graded
CIGSe volume (Figure 3c); this is also visible in the EQE data
in the 750–1000 nm region (Figure 1c). This enhanced charge
collection can explain the significant difference in VOC of alkalitreated and untreated devices (>140 mV difference) and the
slight difference in VOC between the alkali-treated devices.
The H-SG region shows recombination times on the order
of ≈100 ps in all three devices and hence drift-diffusion of carriers from this volume is not observed even in the PDT samples. Here, other strategies such as an adjustment of the GGI
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ratio and/or morphological control towards the growth of
larger grains on the Mo substrate might hold more promise
than aiming for improvements with alkali PDTs. It should be
noted that the surface recombination at the air-exposed back
surface may also contribute to the short-lived charge carriers
from the H-SG region.[37] This may in part be caused by surface
oxidation in the H-SG region induced by air exposure. Surface
recombination is also likely to be severe in typical devices with
a Mo back contact.[47] Therefore, in a typical functional device,
significant charge carrier transport from the H-SG region to the
energy notch is not expected either.
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4. Conclusion
Utilizing TAS, we have investigated identically Ga-graded CIGSe
layers with 3 different post-deposition processing conditions
(No PDT, NaF, and NaF+RbF PDT). Segmenting the CIGSe
films in 3 regions, namely the energy notch region (GGI ≈0.2),
a bandgap graded region (GGI 0.2–0.5, “H-LG”), and a region
with GGI>0.6 and small grain size (“H-SG”), we observe the
varying influence of the PDTs on electron lifetimes and mobilities. The NaF PDT treatment increases the minority carrier lifetime ≈2–2.5-fold in all absorber regions. Analysis of TAS spectra
in the energy notch region, suggests that NaF PDT passivates
shallow defects (i.e., tail states below the conduction band minimum) most likely in the bulk of CIGSe grains (though surface
defect passivation is not excluded). Additional RbF PDT further improves the minority carrier lifetime in the energy notch
(1.4-fold) and Ga-graded H-LG region (≈twofold), whereas the
improvement is negligible in the small grain/high GGI (H-SG)
region. We conclude that the effectiveness of the RbF PDT is
strongly dependent on the GGI ratio and is most effective for low
GGI (i.e., <0.5) compositions. Further experiments are required
to investigate the positive impact of Rb in low GGI CIGSe in
more detail and shine light on the role of RbInSe2 formation for
as small Rb concentrations as present in our devices to understand the impact of Rb on local band bending and band offsets.
Furthermore, both NaF and the combined NaF+RbF PDTs
significantly improve electron transport kinetics from the Gagraded H-LG region to the energy notch, likely causing the
improved EQE response in the 750–1000 nm region and larger
VOC in the PDT devices. Strategies to further improve CIGSe
solar cell efficiency would need to focus on the H-SG region
where an adjustment of the GGI ratio, morphological control
towards the growth of larger grains on the Mo substrate, and the
use of suitable charge selective layers might hold more promise
than aiming for further improvements with alkali PDTs.
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